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Abstract 

Two samples of Ultra-High-Temperature Ceramic Matrix Composites, with carbon fibers 

in a ZrB2-SiC matrix, were exposed to supersonic dissociated air flow, simulating the 

atmospheric re-entry environment, in an arc-heated facility at specific total enthalpies up to 

20 MJ/kg. Surface temperatures, exceeding 2400 K, were monitored by non-intrusive infrared 

equipment, which allowed detecting thermo-chemical surface instability phenomena. A 

zirconium oxide layer formed on the surface, below which the original material is perfectly 

preserved. Numerical simulations allowed describing the flow field around the samples and 

characterizing the materials behavior, in terms of thermal conductivity, catalycity and 

oxidation effects at high enthalpies. 
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1. Introduction 

Thermal Protection Systems (TPS) in hypersonic vehicles call for a unique combination of 

properties required to withstand the challenges of extremely demanding aero-thermo-

dynamic conditions in harsh environments, including hypersonic Mach numbers, 

temperatures above 2000°C, the activation of gas dissociation/recombination reactions at 
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extremely low oxygen partial pressures, which can substantially enhance the heat flux on the 

exposed surface of the spacecraft [1, 2]. At present, Silicon-based ceramics (e.g. SiC) and 

protected C/C composites are the most widely employed solution as structural materials for 

space thermal protection systems, but they are able to withstand temperatures lower than 

~2000 K [3, 4]. 

Ultra-High-Temperature Ceramics (UHTC) composites, based on transition metals 

carbides and diborides and silicon carbides are currently considered potentially viable 

candidate systems for these applications, thanks to their extremely promising characteristics, 

such as melting temperatures exceeding 3500 K, strength and oxidation resistance at 

temperatures over 2000°C [5, 6]. Scarce mechanical properties and vulnerability to extensive 

oxidation limit the applicability of single phase materials to actual thermal protection 

systems. The dispersion of SiC or other Silicon based ceramics, in the form of particles, short 

fibers or whiskers, in the main refractory phase is therefore frequently used to improve 

damage tolerance and oxidation resistance thanks to the formation of an oxide protective 

scale [7]. Due to the poor fracture toughness and thermal shock resistance of monolithic 

UHTC materials, research is currently oriented towards Carbon Fiber reinforced Ultra-High-

Temperature Ceramic Matrix Composites (UHTCMC), consisting of carbon fibers embedded 

in a UHTC-matrix, with the aim of developing large ultra-refractory components with 

enhanced mechanical properties and reliability for aerospace applications [8, 9]. 

Capability of surviving the exposition to harsh environments without significant 

oxidation/ablation is one of the key features of ceramic materials for TPS applications and a 

proper experimental characterization is needed in this sense. A primary evaluation of high-

temperature ablation resistance can be performed by means of relatively cheap techniques 

like high power laser beams [10], plasma [11, 12] or oxyacetylene torch [13, 14, 15], which 

can produce significant heat fluxes on materials. However, as also suggested in [16], to test 
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the materials survivability in an environment representative of hypersonic flight conditions, a 

realistic combination of heat fluxes, pressures, flow velocity and chemical composition 

around the test articles needs to be reproduced. Therefore, the most recommended facilities 

for the characterization of aerospace ceramic materials in a relevant, simulated flight 

environment are hypersonic arc-jet wind tunnels [17, 18, 19]. 

The Horizon 2020 European C3HARME research project, involving the University of 

Naples “Federico II” (UNINA) and the Institute of Science and Technology for Ceramics 

(ISTEC), is currently ongoing, focused on a new class of UHTCMCs for near zero-ablation 

thermal protection systems [20]. Small-sized samples, based on a ZrB2-SiC matrix and 

Carbon fibers, were manufactured by ISTEC and tested in the UNINA arc-jet wind tunnel in 

stagnation-point configuration, where atmospheric re-entry conditions are reproduced at 

maximum flow total enthalpies higher than 20 MJ/kg, supersonic Mach number and 

temperatures over 2000°C in a gas atmosphere with high concentration of atomic oxygen. 

Non-intrusive diagnostic equipment, including a two-color pyrometer and an infrared thermo-

camera, was employed to monitor the surface temperature of the samples. Post-test 

inspections were carried out to analyze the microstructures of the samples after the exposition 

to the aero-thermo-chemically aggressive flow. The experimental activities were supported 

by Computational Fluid Dynamics simulations. Proper numerical models were defined and 

employed to accurately predict not only the thermo-fluid-dynamic flow field around the test 

articles, but also the thermal behavior of the materials samples, including an investigation of 

the effect of material surface properties, such as emissivity, thermal conductivity and 

catalycity. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Manufacturing of UHTCMC samples 

Two discs of Ultra-High-Temperature Ceramic Matrix Composites were manufactured, 

with 50 vol%- UHTC matrix (90 vol% ZrB2 and 10 vol% SiC), and 50 vol% coated carbon 

fibers, with a 0°/90° architecture, according to previous papers [21, 22, 23].  

Commercial powders were used for the materials preparation: ZrB2 (Grade B, H.C. Starck, 

Germany), specific surface area 1.0m2/g, particle size range 0.5–6 μm, D50 2.3 μm, impurities 

(wt.%): 0.09 C, 0.8 O, 0.19 N, 0.10 Fe, 1.82 Hf; Alpha phase SiC (Grade UF-25,H.C. Starck, 

Germany) specific surface area 23–26m2/g, particle size range 0.35–1 μm, D50 0.65 μm, 

impurities (wt.%): O:2.5, Fe:0.05, Al:0.04; Ca:0.01; PAN-derived carbon fiber (T800HB-

PyC, Toray, Japan). ZrB2 and SiC ceramic powders were mixed by wet ball-milling. With 

this mixture, aqueous slurries were prepared and used to infiltrate Cf layers that were 

subsequently stacked in a 0°/90° configuration and hot pressed according to previous studies 

[21, 22].  

From the sintered discs, two button-shape coupons were machined with a 4mm-thick head, 

17 mm diameter and an overall length of 11 mm including the cylindrical rear pin. Both 

samples had sharp edges on the front surface. The geometry is shown in Figure 1a. From now 

on, the two samples will be referred to as Sample n.1 and Sample n.2. 

 

Figure 1: a) Drawing of the UHTCMC buttons tested in arc-jet wind tunnel and b) pristine surface of the UHTCMC 

Samples. 
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2.2. The arc-jet facility 

Experimental tests were carried out in a continuous, open-circuit, blow-down arc-jet wind 

tunnel. An industrial torch is employed to produce nitrogen plasma and a mixer downstream 

supplies oxygen as secondary gas in order to simulate earth atmosphere. Tests are usually 

divided into steps, each one corresponding to an increase in the arc power of the torch, which 

leads to an increase in the temperature. The convergent-divergent conical nozzle is 

characterized by a throat diameter of 11 mm and an outlet diameter of 22 mm and is able to 

accelerate the flow up to a nominal Mach number about 3. The specific total enthalpy at the 

nozzle exit (H0) is evaluated through an energy balance, with an overall uncertainty between 

10 and 15%, as described in [24]. 

A dedicated, thermally protected supporting system is employed to place the samples 

inside the wind tunnel test chamber, at a distance of 1 cm from the supersonic nozzle outlet 

section. 

The facility is provided with a two-color pyrometer and a thermo-camera for non-intrusive 

temperature measurements. In particular, the surface temperature of the samples can be 

continuously measured (±1% instrumental accuracy), in the range 1273-3273 K, by a digital 

pyrometer (Infratherm ISQ5, Impac Electronic GmbH, Germany) at an acquisition rate of 100 

Hz. It can be operated in the two-color mode, combining the infrared responses of the 

material surfaces in the two overlapping infrared wavelength bands at 0.7–1.15 μm and 0.97–

1.15 μm, to measure the actual temperature, independent on the spectral emissivity (ελ). 

Moreover, an infrared (IR) thermo-camera (TC, Pyroview 512N, DIAS Infrared GmbH, 

Germany), observing the sample side opposite to that monitored by the pyrometer, provides 

the thermal distribution on the material surface (±1% of measured value in °C at temperatures 

lower than 1400°C; ±2% at temperatures higher than 1400°C). The IR-TC measurement is 

dependent on the spectral emissivity (in the operating wavelength band, 0.8-1.1 μm), which 
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can in general change during tests due to surface chemical reactions. The problem is 

overcome matching the two instruments measurements, assuming that the spectral emissivity 

is constant in the considered wavelength band, temperature range and over the whole 

observed surface, in order to rebuild the overall temperature distribution. 

2.3. Characterization 

The microstructure before and after torch test was analyzed on the surface and section by 

scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Carl Zeiss Sigma NTS Gmbh, Oberkochen, DE) and 

energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS, INCA Energy 300, Oxford instruments, UK). 

Given the brittle nature of the oxide scale formed and its tendency to spall-off, the ablation 

resistance was evaluated in terms of thickness of residual unaffected composite, estimated on 

the polished cross section of the buttons. 

2.4. Numerical models 

In order to properly characterize the flow field inside the facility and to rebuild the thermal 

behavior of the samples, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations were performed. 

A simplified 2D-axisymmetric computational domain, shown in Figure 2a, is employed to 

perform steady-state simulations of the high-enthalpy flow field inside the mixing chamber 

and supersonic nozzle. The Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved for a 

turbulent multi-reacting gas mixture with five species (i.e. O, O2, NO, N and N2), in chemical 

non-equilibrium. Finite rate chemical reactions are considered, with the reaction rate 

constants specified by the Arrhenius law. Viscosity, thermal conductivity and mass 

diffusivities of the gas species are derived from the kinetic theory of gases. A density-based, 

steady, axisymmetric formulation of the equations is solved in these assumptions. 

Through an axial mass flow inlet, representing the exit section of the torch, the specified 

mass flow rate of the hot gas (N2, red in Figure 2a) coming from the torch is injected into the 

domain. The gas total temperature and chemical composition are evaluated by means of the 
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NASA CEA (Chemical Equilibrium with Applications) software [25] in order to match the 

total specific enthalpy corresponding to the desired value of the torch arc power. 

Furthermore, a radial mass flow inlet is used to simulate the injection of the cold gas (O2, 

blue in Figure 2a) in the mixing chamber. 

 

Figure 2: a) Computational domain for arc-jet facility CFD simulations and b) computational domain for the simulation 

of the test chamber flow field and the thermal analysis of the samples. 

The thermo-fluid-dynamic conditions achieved at the nozzle exit section, corresponding to 

the inlet section of the test chamber, are then used as inputs to study the aero-thermo-dynamic 

flow field around the test article. Axisymmetric steady-state simulations are performed on a 

computational domain which includes both the fluid region of the test chamber and the solid 

components (Figure 2b). On the top and rear boundaries of the domain, a pressure-outlet 

condition corresponding to the experimental vacuum environment is set. 

For the thermal analysis of the samples, the time-dependent temperature field inside the 

sample and its supporting elements can be computed solving the energy equation 
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 (𝜌𝐶)𝑠

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝛻2𝑇 (1) 

where 𝜌𝑠, 𝐶𝑠 and 𝑘𝑠 are the solid density, specific heat and thermal conductivity, respectively. 

The distribution of the thermo-fluid dynamic quantities and the chemical compositions in 

the fluid area near the solid material, and subsequently the convective heat flux, are 

influenced by the temperature on the exposed surface of the sample. For these reasons, an 

accurate approach is the one considering the interaction between the fluid and the materials. 

The thermal coupling condition is set on the interfaces between fluid and solid domains, that 

is temperature and heat flux continuities: 

 𝑇𝑓,𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑇𝑠,𝑖𝑛𝑡 (2) 

 𝑘𝑓

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑛
|
𝑓,𝑖𝑛𝑡

+ �̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑖𝑛 + �̇�𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚 =  𝑘𝑠

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑛
|

𝑠,𝑖𝑛𝑡
+ �̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑜𝑢𝑡 (3) 

where 𝑛 is the normal direction of the interface, the subscript 𝑓 represents fluid, �̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑖𝑛 is 

the radiative heat flux entering the solid domain, �̇�𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚 is the chemical contribution to the 

heat transfer (due to the dissociation/recombination reactions occurring at the solid/fluid 

interface), �̇�𝑟𝑎𝑑,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝜀𝜎𝑇4 is the radiative heat flux emitted by the solid surface. 

2.4.1.  Effect of the surface catalycity 

Surface catalycity is defined as the ability of the material surface to promote exothermal 

recombination reactions at the wall. The diffusive flux of atomic species at the wall, part of 

which recombines into molecules, results in an increased heat flux, as shown in Eq. (3). 

According to [26], the diffusive flux at the wall for the i-th atomic species can be written as: 

 
𝜕𝐶𝑖

𝜕𝑛
=

𝐶𝑖𝐾𝑤

𝐷𝑖
 (4) 

where 𝐶𝑖 is the species concentration, 𝐷𝑖 the corresponding diffusivity and 𝐾𝑤 is the 

material catalytic recombination rate constant, which is both function of the wall material and 
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on the considered chemical species. 𝐾𝑤 can be expressed as function of the catalytic 

recombination coefficient 𝛾𝑤: 

 𝐾𝑤 = 𝛾𝑤√
𝑅0𝑇𝑤

2𝜋𝑚𝑖
 (5) 

In Eq. (5), 𝑅0 is the universal gas constant, 𝑇𝑤 is the wall temperature and 𝑚𝑖 is the molar 

mass of the i-th species. 𝛾𝑤 is the ratio between the number of atomic collisions effective in 

recombination and the total number of atomic collision occurring at the wall [27]. It can 

assume values between 0 and 1, being 𝛾𝑤 = 0 the case of not-catalytic wall (zero species 

diffusive flux) and 𝛾𝑤 = 1 the case of fully catalytic wall (zero atomic species concentration 

at the wall). 

In the CFD simulation, it is possible to assign a specified value of the species 

concentration at the wall. Extracting, from the fluid field solution, the quantities appearing in 

Eqs. (4) and (5), the values of 𝐾𝑤 and 𝛾𝑤 can be calculated. In the present work, to reduce the 

number of unknown quantities, it has been assumed that the catalytic recombination 

coefficients are the same for the two atomic species, nitrogen and oxygen. 

3. Experimental results 

The material final porosity was around 16%. The pristine surface of the samples is shown 

in Figure 1b. 

Four tests were performed in the arc-jet facility described in Section 2.2. Sample n.1 was 

subjected to three heating cycles, reaching higher specific total enthalpies in each test, up to 

about 20 MJ/kg. Sample n.2 was only tested once, and a specific total enthalpy of 20 MJ/kg 

was reached also in this case. The enthalpy was increased stepwise, according to the levels 

reported in Table 1. In all the tests, an air mass flow rate of 1 g/s was set, with 0.2 oxygen 

and 0.8 nitrogen mass fractions. 
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Step 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

H0 

[MJ/kg] 
5.5 7.0 8.5 10 12 14 16 18 20 

Table 1: Specific total enthalpies at different steps during the tests. 

 

3.1. Test on Sample n.1 

Figure 3a shows the thermal histories of Sample n.1 in the different tests. The steps are 

numbered according to the specific total enthalpies achieved, summarized in Table 1. The 

measurements obtained by means of the two-color pyrometer (continuous lines) and the 

infrared thermo-camera (dotted lines) are compared, allowing an estimation of the surface 

spectral emissivity of the sample. Test 1 was a preliminary test, carried out a relatively low 

enthalpies, to assess the capability of the material to withstand exposure to supersonic plasma 

flow without significant damages. In Test 2, higher enthalpy levels were reached, achieving 

temperatures up to 2020 K. The spectral emissivity appears to be decreasing with 

temperature, possibly also because of the surface modification occurring during the exposure 

to plasma jet. The temperature measured by the thermo-camera is in fact shown in the 

assumption of a constant spectral emissivity of 0.75 [28] but it does not perfectly overlap the 

actual surface temperature measured by the pyrometer, in the two-color mode. Employing the 

procedure outlined in Section 2.2, it was possible to estimate that the spectral emissivity of 

the sample decreased from a value of 0.85 during the first two steps (specimen temperatures 

up to 1600 K), to 0.75 at the third step (temperature around 1700 K), to 0.6 during the fourth 

step and 0.5 for the fifth step, when the temperature exceeded 2000 K. This behavior is in line 

with literature data [29, 30] and the value of 0.5 is typical for zirconium oxide/silicon oxide 

outer scale [31]. The surface modifications are highlighted by the white color assumed by the 

sample head, as clearly visible in Figure 4a-c), showing the specimen before and after the 

tests. After the exposure to the first two heating cycles, however, the sample exhibited neither 

structural damages, nor significant mass losses. 
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Hence, it was possible to expose it to the arc-jet during a third test, reaching, as 

anticipated, a specific total enthalpy of the flow of 20 MJ/kg and temperatures higher than 

2400 K. Once again, the decrease in spectral emissivity with temperature is noticeable, since 

the thermo-camera (dotted) curve is plotted in the assumption of ελ = 0.75. It is interesting to 

notice the appearance of a high-temperature spot on the front surface of the sample, 

highlighted in Figure 3b, which shows the infrared thermal images detected by the thermo-

camera during Steps 5 and 8. The sample temperature in Step 5 is rather uniform, around 

2000 K, except for the zone where the sample appears red, corresponding to a temperature of 

more than 2100 K. The hot spot is clearly visible until the end of the test, as demonstrated by 

the second thermal image of Figure 3b, where the presence of a thin layer relatively hotter 

than the rest of the sample surface is observable. As will be further discussed in the Sections 

dedicated to the SEM microstructural characterization and the numerical simulations, this 

behavior could be related to the formation of a zirconium oxide layer, leading to a dramatic 

reduction of the material thermal conductivity, which however preserves the rear part of the 

sample at sustainable temperatures. From Figure 4d), which depicts the sample after Test 3, it 

is possible to observe the tendency of the oxide to spall off, since a structural crack is 

evidently noticeable. This could justify the presence of the localized hot spot discussed 

above.  

3.1. Test on Sample n.2 

Sample n.2 was tested once, reaching the enthalpy levels corresponding to Steps from 1 to 

8, listed in Table 1. The last step (H0 = 20 MJ/kg) lasted about 120 s. The thermal history of 

the specimen is plotted in Figure 5, comparing the real temperature measurement performed 

by the pyrometer and the thermo-camera output, obtained assuming a constant spectral 

emissivity of 0.5. A slightly different positioning of the thermo-camera allowed in this case to 

observe also the front surface of the sample. 
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Figure 3: a) Time histories of the maximum surface temperature of Sample n.1 during the three arc-jet tests, comparison 

between pyrometer and thermo-camera measurements. The specific total enthalpy levels corresponding to each step are 

listed in Table 1. b) IR thermal images of Sample n.1 at Step 5 (top) and Step 8 (bottom) of Test 3. 

 

Figure 4: Pictures of Sample n.1 (a) before the tests, (b) after Test 1, (c) after Test 2, (d) after Test 3. 

An interesting phenomenon was detected during the last step, when the thermo-camera 

signal presents a sudden discontinuity in the measured temperature (in Figure 5, it is 

highlighted by a red circle), similar to those detected during arc-jet characterization of ZrB2-

SiC UHTCs [24] and C-SiC composites [32]. This “jump-of-radiance” was associated to the 

appearance of some surface instabilities on the front face of the sample. Figure 5 also shows 

two thermal images of the sample, just before and just after the jump in the measured 

temperature. In the second picture, higher values of the irradiated power are noticeable in a 

bubble forming on the surface, due either to a reduction in spectral emissivity or to an 
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increase in temperature. In the second case, since the two-color pyrometer did not detect 

significant temperature jumps during the test, a possible explanation of this might be that the 

instrument, facing the opposite side of the sample, did not point directly on the instabilities. 

The formation of bubbles evolved unsteadily during the last enthalpy step, until a thin hot 

layer was formed also in this case in the front part of the sample, as shown in Figure 6. In the 

picture on the right, in particular, the front surface of the sample, relatively hotter than the 

rear region, is clearly distinguishable. According to the thermo-camera measurements, the 

highest temperature reached on the sample was almost 2550 K. 

 

Figure 5: a) Time history of the temperature of Sample n.2 with comparison between pyrometer and thermo-camera 

data. The temperature profile of the thermo-camera is obtained under the hypothesis of a spectral emissivity of 0.5. The red 

circle highlights a “jump-of-radiance” detected by the thermo-camera during the final step. b) IR thermal images of the 

sample just before (above) and just after (below) the appearance of the jump-of-radiance. 

 

Figure 6: Thermal images of the evolution of surface instabilities on Sample n.2 during Step 8. 

Bubble nucleation might be explained with extrusion of volatile products (e.g. CO, SiO, 

produced at high temperatures after transition from passive to active oxidation of SiC) 
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through the liquid film of SiO2 covering the surface, until almost total removal of the glassy 

phase, which left exposed a zirconium dioxide layer, according to the typical oxidation 

mechanism of ZrB2-SiC ceramics [33]. The ZrO2 scale, as discussed for Sample n.1, is 

provided with insulating properties resulting in the temperature distribution observed by the 

IR thermal images, with the front, oxidized, area hotter than the rear bulk material. 

3.2. Post-test microstructural characterization 

Post-test analysis of the micro-structure of the samples after the exposition to the high-

enthalpy flow was performed to evaluate the materials deterioration. Generally the 

microstructure evolution, phase composition and oxide architecture of the two model was 

alike, just the thickness of the oxide varied. 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the surface appearance of the two samples. It appears evident 

that part of the outer oxide spalled off leaving exposed the material underneath, especially in 

Sample 1 which underwent harsher treatment (Figure 7). White zones are crystalline ZrO2, 

whilst dark ones are a silica-based glass deriving from the oxidation of the initial SiC 

particles, Figure 7b. Carbon fibers are completely ablated from all the button surface and 

ZrO2 in the center is coarse and partially melted, Figure 7c. The surface of Sample 2 (Figure 

8) displays wider area of white ZrO2, owing to limited oxide detachment.  

The effect of single or multiple arc-jet wind tunnel exposure can be appreciated looking at 

the cross section of the buttons, Figure 9 and Figure 10, where material unaffected by the 

oxidation is marked: thickness is 3.20±0.06 mm for Sample 1 and 4.30±0.06 for Sample 2.  

The elemental maps of boron, carbon, oxygen and silicon evidence that oxygen penetrated 

inside the sample of approximately 600 μm for Sample 1 and about 200 μm for Sample 2. 

The oxygen-rich areas are poor of boron, silicon and carbon, suggesting the layer is mainly 

made of zirconia. Below the oxide scale, the composition rapidly changes until the original 

bulk material is visible. The 0°/90° architecture of carbon fibers is still noticeable. 
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In both cases the outer oxide scale in the center is rather compact and partially detached 

from the underneath boride matrix and the magnified SEM images in Figure 11 highlight the 

oxide architecture, morphology and composition. Coarse ZrO2 is found on the top with silica 

veins running along the grain for the whole thickness. Carbon fibers are completely removed 

and their place has been filled by growing oxide and liquid silica glass. The fibers re-appear 

only when the boride matrix is found un-attacked. 

 

Figure 7: SEM images of the surface of Sample n.1 after Test 3 showing a) the overall appearance in the center of the 

button, b) the silica-rich areas left exposed upon oxide delamination and c) the outermost oxide. 

 

Figure 8: SEM images of the surface of Sample n.2 after arc jet test showing a) the overall of the button, b) the ZrO2 

aspect and c) silica-rich areas. 
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Figure 9: Cross-section of Sample n.1 upon Test 3 showing the oxide thickness, the residual unaffected material and the 

elemental maps distribution. 

 

Figure 10: Cross-section of Sample n.2 upon Test, showing the oxide thickness, the residual unaffected material and the 

elemental maps distribution. 

 

Figure 11: a)-c) SEM images of the cross section of Sample n.2 showing the oxide morphology, architecture and 

composition with EDS spectra in d). 
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4. Numerical simulations 

Numerical simulations offer the possibility to rebuild the aero-thermo-dynamic conditions 

met by the samples in the test chamber and to characterize the unknown thermal and 

chemical properties of the material. In particular, it is interesting to investigate the effects of 

thermal conductivity and surface catalycity on the samples radiative equilibrium temperatures 

at different specific total enthalpy levels. Moreover, the outcomes of the samples 

microstructural characterization discussed in Section 3.2 can be used to investigate the effect 

of the presence of the zirconia layer during the final phases of test. 

To achieve these objectives, some of the conditions of the experimental tests have been 

simulated by means of the CFD models presented in Section 2.4, studying both the high-

enthalpy flow field and the thermal behavior of the samples. Different values of the torch arc 

power have been considered, corresponding to Steps 1, 3, 5 and 8 (Table 1). The simulation 

of the aero-thermo-chemical flow field in mixing chamber, nozzle and test chamber was 

coupled to the solution of energy equation inside the sample to characterize its thermal 

behavior. The results have been compared to the experimental measurements obtained for 

Sample n.1. The test on Sample n.2 was not considered because of the difficulty to properly 

model the thermo-chemical surface instabilities discussed in Section 3.1. 

4.1. Simulation of the flow field in SPES 

As an example, the Mach number distribution calculated inside the mixing chamber and 

nozzle of the arc-jet facility, for the case of Step 5 (H0 = 14 MJ/kg), is depicted in Figure 12. 

As expected, a strong expansion occurs to the flow up to a Mach number value of almost 3 at 

nozzle exit. It resulted that higher values of the torch arc power lead not only to an increase in 

velocity, pressure and temperature at nozzle exit, but most of the specific total enthalpy is 

used to increase the mass fractions of the dissociated species (N and O). As discussed in next 
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Section, this is one of the reasons why surface catalycity becomes increasingly important at 

higher enthalpy levels. 

 

Figure 12: Mach Number distribution inside the mixing chamber and nozzle of the arc-jet facility. Conditions 

corresponding to Step 5 (H0 = 14 MJ/kg). 

 

Figure 13: Distribution of a) static pressure, b) static temperature, c) O mass fraction and d) N mass fraction around the 

test sample. Conditions corresponding to Step 5 (H0 = 14 MJ/kg). 

The profiles of the thermo-fluid-dynamic quantities and of the species concentrations, 

obtained at nozzle exit, are used as inputs for the CFD simulation of the flow field inside the 

test chamber. As an example, Figure 13 shows the distributions of pressure, temperature and 
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atomic oxygen and nitrogen mass fractions around the sample obtained in correspondence of 

the enthalpy level of Step 5. It is clear that, even at intermediate enthalpies, there is a 

considerable amount of dissociated species, resulting in a not negligible effect of surface 

catalycity on sample equilibrium temperature. It is also interesting to notice that the λ-

structure of the shock-wave that, according to CFD solution, forms in front of the sample, is 

clearly visible also in a picture taken by a CCD camera during the test (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14: Comparison between numerical distribution of temperature (left) and a CCD picture of the test (right), which 

shows the λ-structure of the shockwave in front of the specimen. 

Table 2 summarizes the average values of the surface heat flux obtained on the sample 

front surface at cold wall, in the hypothesis of zero catalytic activity. As discussed above, the 

increase in the enthalpy level only causes a slight rise in the flow static temperature at nozzle 

exit, whereas most of the energy is spent in the endothermal dissociation reactions of oxygen 

and nitrogen. Therefore, as reported in the Table, the heat flux only increases by less than 

50% from Step 1 to 8, being in the order of 1-2 MW/m2. As will be furtherly discussed, this is 

not sufficient to justify the rise in the sample equilibrium temperature, which is probably also 

related to modifications of the surface properties of the sample. In particular, besides the 

variation of surface emissivity already discussed in Section 3.1, it will be necessary to 

suppose that the sample surface promotes a partial catalytic recombination of oxygen and 

nitrogen dissociated atoms into molecules. 
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A detailed analysis of the effect of surface catalycity on radiative equilibrium temperature 

was carried out for the conditions corresponding to Step 5. As shown in Table 3, in presence 

of a complete recombination of both the atomic species at the wall, the average heat flux at 

those conditions increases from 1.33 MW/m2 up to 3.59 MW/m2, whereas the maximum heat 

flux rises from 1.58 MW/m2 to 4.50 MW/m2. The actual value of surface heat flux, 

depending on the effective catalytic recombination efficiency, is expected for this reason to 

attain values in the interval defined by the two limit cases (not-catalytic and fully-catalytic). 

Step 
Average Surface Heat Flux 

[MW/m2] 

Maximum Surface Heat Flux 

[MW/m2] 

1 1.07 1.28 

3 1.22 1.46 

5 1.33 1.58 

8 1.59 1.82 

Table 2: Average and Maximum Heat Flux on the sample front surface at Cold, Not-Catalytic Wall, for the four 

analyzed enthalpy steps. 

 
Average Surface Heat Flux 

[MW/m2] 

Maximum Surface Heat Flux 

[MW/m2] 

Not-Catalytic 1.33 1.58 

Fully-Catalytic 3.59 4.50 

Table 3: Average and Maximum Heat Flux on the sample front surface at Step 5, comparison between Not-Catalytic and 

Fully-Catalytic Wall. 

4.2 Thermal analysis of the solid sample 

Coupled to the fluid field, the thermal behavior of the material has been studied, 

performing steady-state simulations. The results of the simulations corresponding to the 

enthalpy levels of Steps 1, 3 and 5 were compared to the experimental data measured during 

Test 2 on Sample n.1. To investigate the effect of the zirconia layer that formed on the front 

surface of the sample at high enthalpies, also the thermal behavior at Step 8 of Test 3 was 

simulated. 

The density of the sample was derived from mass and volume measurements, and was 

equal to 3000 kg/m3. The thermal conductivity was instead estimated by means of a 
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sensitivity analysis, comparing the CFD and experimental axial temperature profiles, as it 

will be shown in the following. 

The material surface emissivity, as discussed in Section 3.1, changed during the different 

steps of Tests 2 and 3. Different values have for this reason been used in the different 

simulations. The values of the overall surface emissivity have been estimated based on the 

spectral emissivities derived from the IR-TC measurements, in the assumption that, at the 

high temperatures reached during the tests, most of the power is irradiated in the wavelength 

band around 1μm, where the value of ελ was calculated [34]: it is therefore reasonable to 

assume that the estimated value of spectral emissivity is representative of the total emissivity 

along the whole wavelength spectrum. 

To evaluate the thermal conductivity of the sample, a sensitivity analysis was performed. 

Assuming a surface emissivity ε = 0.9 and a not-catalytic behavior, different CFD 

simulations were carried out to match the temperature axial profile obtained by means of the 

thermo-camera measurements, in the case of Step 1. As shown in Figure 15a, the value of 

k = 20 W/(m K) allows matching the experimental surface temperature slope along the axial 

direction. Hence, this value was used also for the simulations of Steps 3 and 5. Figure 15b 

and c shows also a comparison between the numerical and experimental distributions of 

temperature inside the sample. 

To match the experimental values of maximum temperature at higher enthalpy levels at 

the steady state, both the conditions on surface emissivity and catalycity needed to be 

changed. In particular, based on the analysis of the spectral emissivity reported above, values 

of 0.75 and 0.5 were set for the total emissivity of the specimen, respectively for Step 3 and 5 

of Test 2. However, the reduction in the irradiated power was not enough to justify the rise in 

temperature. To match the experimental value of the surface temperature, also catalycity 

needed to be taken into account. 
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Figure 15: a) Experimental and numerical temperature axial profiles at steady state, for different values of the thermal 

conductivity. Conditions corresponding to Step 1 of Test 2 on Sample n.1 (H0 = 7 MJ/kg). b) Temperature distribution inside 

the UHTCMC specimen: comparison between b) CFD steady-state solution and c) experimental measurement by IR thermo-

camera. 

Therefore, based on the model described in Section 2.4.1, a detailed parametric analysis on 

the effect of the catalytic recombination occurring at wall has been performed for Step 5. For 

different values of the catalytic recombination coefficient, ranging from zero- to fully-

catalytic condition, steady simulations have been carried out. The resulting maximum sample 

temperature is reported versus γw in Figure 16. The diagram shows the typical s-shape also 

reported in [35,36]. Comparing the results of the simulations with the experimental data, it 

was possible to estimate the value of γw allowing to match the pyrometer measurement. In 

particular, the catalytic recombination coefficient γw was set to 5.5*10-3 and 8.5*10-3, 

respectively for Steps 3 and 5. 
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Figure 16: Maximum sample front surface temperature versus catalytic recombination efficiency, for Step 5 of Test 2 on 

Sample n.1 (H0 = 14 MJ/kg, ε = 0.5). 

Figure 17 shows a comparison between the numerical and experimental temperature axial 

profiles along the specimen for the three analyzed steps of Test 2. The curves confirm that 

there is a good agreement not only in the maximum value, but also in the slope along the axis, 

justifying again the choice of a thermal conductivity of 20 W/(m K). 

 

Figure 17: Comparison between experimental and numerical temperature axial profiles for the three analyzed steps of 

Test 2. 

As discussed in Section 3.1, Sample n.1 experienced a localized rise in temperature, in the 

region close to the exposed surface. Based on the SEM cross-sections shown in Section 3.2, 

this phenomenon could be explained taking into account the formation of a zirconia layer, 

about 600 μm thick, characterized by a relatively low thermal conductivity. To assess this 
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hypothesis, one more CFD simulation was performed, including an oxidized region, with a 

thickness of 600 μm and a thermal conductivity of 2 W/(m K) [37, 38]. The surface 

emissivity was set to 0.5, the catalytic recombination efficiency γw was set to 10-2, and the 

thermal conductivity in the unoxidized region of the sample was kept to the previously found 

value of 20 W/(m K). Figure 18 shows the comparison between the temperature axial profiles 

obtained by combination of pyrometer and thermo-camera measurements and rebuilt by CFD 

simulation, at steady state. An excellent match between the profiles is observable, showing 

that the temperature drops by about 200-300 K through the oxide layer, which plays the 

fundamental role of thermal barrier, preserving the rear region at sustainable temperatures 

and un-attacked by the aggressive aero-thermo-chemical environment. 

 

Figure 18: Comparison between experimental and numerical temperature axial profiles, at steady state, for Step 8 of 

Test 3 on Sample n.1 (H0 = 20 MJ/kg). 

5. Conclusions 

In the present paper, Ultra-High-Temperature Ceramic Matrix Composite materials have 

been characterized in hypersonic arc-jet wind tunnel. Two small-sized samples, based on a 

ZrB2-10% vol SiC matrix and Carbon fibers, with 0°/90° architecture, were manufactured 

and exposed to a supersonic plasma flow of simulated air, at specific total enthalpies up to 

20 MJ/kg and surface heat fluxes in the order of 1-5 MW/m2. The maximum surface 

temperature, measured by means of a two-color pyrometer and an infrared thermo-camera, 

exceeded 2400 K for both samples. Surface instabilities, associated to the appearance of 
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bubbles and to a jump-of-radiance detected by the thermo-camera, were observed at the 

maximum enthalpy level. 

Post-test SEM and EDS analyses revealed the presence of a fiber-depleted zirconium 

oxide layer on the exposed surface of both the samples. The thickness of this layer is higher 

(about 600 μm) for Sample n.1, which was tested three times, at increasing maximum 

enthalpy levels, whereas it is about 200 μm for Sample n.2. In some areas, the fragile 

zirconium oxide detached from the sample, revealing silica glass regions. Below the oxide 

layer, the unoxidized bulk material is found perfectly preserved. 

Computational Fluid Dynamics simulations were performed to evaluate the aero-thermo-

dynamic conditions around the samples during the tests; a sensitivity analysis allowed 

estimating the thermal conductivity of the samples, matching experimental and numerical 

results. Moreover, the effect of surface catalycity was investigated, showing its importance at 

high enthalpies, when dissociation of nitrogen and oxygen is considerable. The insulating 

layer, formed on the exposed surface due to zirconium oxidation at ultra-high temperatures, 

in agreement with the numerical study, acts as a thermal barrier, leaving the back material at 

sustainable temperatures. 
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